1) Call to Order
   a. Introductions (sign-in)
   b. ACI 310-J is a subcommittee of ACI 310 Decorative Concrete
   c. Establish quorum through self-introductions

2) Review and Approval of Minutes from Fall 2020 Cincinnati, OH meeting

3) Liaison Committees
   a. ACI 310 Decorative Concrete – Clark Branum or Larry Rowland
   b. ACI 302 Guide for Concrete Floor and Slab Construction – Pat Harrison
   c. ASCC/CPC – Mike Payne or Bev Garnant
   d. CSDA – Bruce Ferrell or Jessica Kalen-Ledger

4) Committee Activities
   a. Update on expected publication date for document
   b. Review of results from Public Response Ballot ended 03/16/20
   c. Presentation by Peter Ermish of Regan Scientific Instruments concerning the potential inclusion of DCOF measurement requirements and standards in the document
   d. Resolution of comments from above ballot
   e. Vote to confirm final changes to submit to 310 for TAC Resubmittal
   f. Establish subcommittees to start work on revisions for next version of document
   g. Discuss surface aesthetic measurables and data collection standardization

5) New Business
   a. ACI Fall Convention Raleigh, NC October 25-29, 2020
      310-OJ will meet October 27, 2020 10:00 am-12:30 pm

6) Adjourn